Why is Aesthetics of Crucial Importance in Managing as Designing?
First of all, aesthetics provides organizational scholars, organizational students and organizational members with a language with which to express and understand the organizational work practices that scientific language is unable to grasp and explain. Consider, for example, computer software once it is in use in organizational settings: if the software crashes, can its users solve this critical organizational problem by merely referring to the solutions listed in the manual? The answer is that, in most cases, the manual proves useless. We consequently seek out experts-both professional and amateur-whose intuition and imagination (their talent in a word) are able to turn work practices and organizational pratices into art (Polanyi, 1958) . However, to understand, design and manage these practices, we need a language that cannot rely just on scientific knowledge, but also needs art and aesthetics in organizational life (Strati, 1999) .
Second, aesthetics is a form of knowing by acting. That is to say, it requires the active (conscious or otherwise) participation of whoever is involved in managing as designing. Aesthetic understanding activates our personal capabilities to perceive. This may come about, for example, when we touch in order to see if we are working as photographers in a darkroom; when we smell the odours of a workplace if we are working in a residential organization for the elderly (Martin, 2002) ; or when we taste the food (Fine, 1996) if we are working in a restaurant or canteen. While we perceive through the five senses we are also judging sensorially what we perceive (Strati, 1996; White, 1996) ; for example, the chair where we are going to sit has a sickening smell, or looks cold and uncomfortable, or has a fabulous leather and lulls us to sleep. In other words, this specific chair is an organizational artifact-in-use that is wholly to explain, in order to understand, the organizational practices. In sum, while we activate our aesthetic form of knowing and acting in organizations, we may feel paradoxically attracted by the ugliness of what we perceive, or passionate about its beauty, or we almost vomit (Pelzer, 2002) at the sudden disgust experienced.
Third, aesthetics highlights the ongoing negotiation that takes place among the multiple and diverse personal knowledges that pervade organizational life and 'give form' to an organization's distinctive skills. Similar to logical and intellectual understanding, aesthetic forms of knowing, constructing-and even destroying-organizational life, undergo social and collective negotiation.
Bearing this in mind, we may now turn our attention to the ICT framework of the 'aesth-hypertext' metaphor.
Aesth-Hypertexts and Human Dignity
In managing as designing, the hypertext metaphor of organizational life (Strati, 2000) reminds us that we are collectively constructing a society where information and communication technology (Castells, 1998) and knowledge-creating organizations (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995) constitute its distinctive nature; a society of organizations (Perrow, 1991) where the the expression 'digital divide'-which separates those who enjoy the economic and social opportunities provided by ICT from those unable to benefit from them-emblematically denotes one of the most challenging human problems of our times.
The aesthetic text I am referring to is grounded in the idea of hypertext (Nelson, 1972) . It is based on the 'links' and 'jumps' that the information technology in-use renders available to the reader, rather than on his or her linear and sequential reading. An aesth-hypertext therefore elicits a style of reading that does not proceed from the first line of the text to the last one. On the contrary, hypertextual reading stimulates jumping from one point to another, inventing associations and exploring links, learning fragments of the text regardless of its overall meaning, basic message and fundamental coherence. Light years distant from the sacred texts-consider, for example, the sacredness of texts such as the Magna Charta-the aesth-hypertext is constantly in the making; it is fragmentary, incomplete and ephemeral. The aesth-hypertext may consist of a multiplicity of organizational languages which require the reader to activate his/her five senses and sensorial-aesthetic judgement in order to combine-through jumps and links-diverse fragments of knowledge: written texts, speeches, snap shots, statistical figures, videos and films, three-dimensional (3-D) graphics and computer animations, acoustic sounds and computer music, organizational home-pages and web sites.
Aesth-hypertext is equivocal because of its hybridization of off-line and on-line organizational processes, and it highlights the ethical and political issues of managing as designing the various facets of globalization. These latter can be grasped in numerous aspects of the everyday lives of 'glocal' (Robertson, 1995) organizations. They comprise the difference, multiplicity and non-integration (Beck, 1997) due to the power of transnational industrial groups, the intensity of international relations, misery and poverty, environmental issues, claims for human rights and the spread of these kinds of formal democracy, and the permanent revolution of information and communication technologies.
Art of Designing and the Plurality of its Managing-Designers
However, the principal meaning of the metaphor of the 'aesth-hypertext' in managing as designing resides in the theoretical break-down that it introduces into the concept of the reader. Who reads the aesth-hypertext, in fact, must activate his/her personal perceptive faculties, aesthetic judgement and intellective capabilities in order to jump from a fascinating 3-D computer animation to the appealing analytical contents of a written memo; from the grace of a speech to the irritating advertising of a home page; from the expressive beauty of a photograph to the hidden logic of statistical figures. By employing the links available, or by creating new ones, the reader 'makes attempts and organizes' and gives form Insights to Transform Business Practice Antonio Strati (Pareyson, 1954) to the specific aesth-hypertext that s/he is composing in accord with his/her taste and style and according to his/her duties and desires. In this process, the reader gives form to a new aesthetic text based on excerpts from the aesth-hypertext that s/he is scanning, composing and reading, and transforms his/her action from that of mere reading to that of writing in order to read. In so doing, a variety of 'writing-readers' provide, by means of their knowing by acting, a wide range of aesthetic-hyper-texts which compose and constitute the complexity, equivocality and earthly existence of the organizational life that they are collectively constructing.
Conclusion
The use of the aesth-hypertext metaphor in managing as designing can help managers and student of organization to grasp and understandthrough the evocative process of knowing-the features of organizational life that scientific knowledge is unable adequately to convey. Managers and organizational students can rethink and reshape their action according to the organizational knowledge that the aesth-hypertext metaphor generates in the specific organizational setting in which they are involved, and if they pay especial attention to:
1. The corporeality of performing work and organizational practices, since 'practice' in organizational life is crucial, and not solely cognitive but rooted in sensorial knowledge and aesthetic judgement. 2. The dynamics and processes that highlight that managing as designing organizational life has a plurality of managing-designers who give form to their practice according to their taste and their sensorial faculties. 3. The different forms of aesthetic composing and aesthetic reading which modify and refine the original features of managing as designing into a collective aesthetic artefact that expresses and symbolizes the political action undertaken by its various 'writing-readers' to socially construct organizational life.
The positivistic image of the organizational design is based, in principle, on clear, precise and well-defined premises and goals. This underevaluates designing by relegating it to a provisional first step which dissolves soon absorbed by managing. The aesth-hypertext metaphor, on the contrary, is also in contrast because art problematizes the rationalistic image by assigning full dignity to design. An example of it is the case of the Salone del Maggior Consiglio of the Palazzo Ducale in Genoa, Italy. The Doge and the Giustiniani family commissioned the decoration of the Salone to a famous painter from Bologna, Marcantonio Franceschini. However, his decoration lasted only some 70 years (i.e. from the beginning of 1700 until the 1777 fire). Franceschini's art work, therefore, became lost. Apart from his cartoons where the painter drew, allowing the Doge and the Giustiniani family to imagine by looking at them, how the Salone would look like once it had been decorated. Although these are only large drawings-as large as the final painted decoration would appear-art critics assert that Franceschini's cartoons-meant to design his final art work-were the best manifestation of his poetic painting.
